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Counter Strike 1.6 – the passion of a generation

In these modern eras, numerous people love to play the games, and in the game world, it is hard to say that who does not like to play the counter strike. The counter strike comes with such a nice and addictive feature, in whole world gamers appreciate this
outstanding game.

Counter-strike was developed in 1999 in addition to this game was the modification of a half-life. Developers improved this game with the passage of the time with some new features, new tools, etc.

After the popularity of this game, Valve invited the developers of counter strike and offered them collaboration. Furthermore, they launched 1.0 version with so many changes like new weapons the game improve with some high-quality graphics with settings to
illustrate this a voice contact between the players.

Graphics difference between Cs 1.6 and CS Source:

Due to the new technology and after some years the enhancement of computer technology games graphics is also developed a lot of games were introduce in the market.

On the other hand, counter-strike, 1.6 had still its own worth because this game is very outstanding. Switch from a normal game to complex games counter strike has been developed as a modern game according to the demand of fans.

Through every of its version counter strike has always been the best game ever. Everyone in the whole world was trying to develop the best games as compared to a counter strike.

They were trying to demonstrate their strategies. The players of the counter-strike always been the best gamer in the global gaming community.

Why people love this game?

People love this game because these games allow you to use some different types of tricks with the help of maps and new modern weapons and many more missions. The 1.6 version of this game has some latest graphics and features with favorite weapons and
with the help of maps it allows the gamer to win his team in the hard situation too.

Especially adolescent loved this game and counter strike become the favorite game of different ages, including girls. Nowadays the youngsters have no free time, but when they get free time, they all love to spend time with a counter strike.

The primary purpose is completion the game with the help of maps by defeat your enemy with your strategies, and after mission success, the player gets some rewards so he can play some more modern weapons and tools for his new mission.

The starting level of this game is to release some hostages. In starting, you have to enter in the terrorist area and release the hostages respectively in a given time, and if they manage this with the sharp strategy, they will be a win.

Secondly, the other scenario has planted the bomb and defuses them. You can start that with your team by planting the explosive bombs at some specific areas on the map. On the other hand, the other team has to complete their task is to plant the bomb as
well or defuses the explosive bombs that have already been planted.

This game achieve major goals:
 The game is depending on stage after stage in this game the player motivates to buy a new weapon. Moreover, it all depends on the money available, so the players try to improve themselves for a hundred percent successes in the mission. And the one who

lost the round with poor grading cannot buy the new weapons, but it does not mean that he lost that mission.
Game CS 1.6:

We are presenting the new and the latest counter strike 1.6 in this version we remove the extra files and make it precise. Even more, you can download it very easily with a quick setup.
You can download counter-strike easily on your desktop system.

 Firstly go on Google and write about download counter-strike.
 Click on the setup link and save it on your computer.
 In the second place, saving the setup go in download and run that setup.

System requirements for playing Counter-Strike 1.6 on your computer:

System Minimum Requirements:
 You can run it on window XP
 500 MHz Processor, RAM 96 MB with 32 MB video card.
 You must have internet access too with 300 MB extra space.
Recommended Requirements:
 800 MHz Processor with Window XP Vista 7.8, 8.1 and 10
 128MB RAM with 128 MB video card
 Internet access with 600 MB free space
Presentation of the game cs 1.6:

We present one of the newest and only updates at the moment of Counter Strike 1.6. We have eliminated all the unnecessary files, offering a small kit for a quick download, the list of servers find servers is perfectly functional.

The full version of the valve game can be found on Steam: https://store.steampowered.com/app/10/CounterStrike/

Counter Strike New Version Download

Download Counter Strike 1.6 from this site, we can say that it is the best version of the game.

To start downloading click here: www.cs16download.com/download/cs16.exe
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Counter strike 1.6 about:

The great version of counter-strike 1.6 was launched in September 2003, and still, it is referred by counter-strike players. Furthermore, this version is played many years on the steam platform. The name of the version is CS 1.6 there are some different changes
in this version that fans really don’t like for instance Riot Shield that is used in the contra this is for the protection against front shots.

Similarly, this shield was removed successfully from the version CS 1.6 and the new one feature added a multiplayer in that you can play with the other players in the whole world as a team. So the player like this more as compared to play alone.

Rogue entertainment also works on the CS campaign called condition zero. They work on the creation of condition zero. Some new addition was added to this with new weapons and other equipment.

The way it was designed allowed the Counter-Strike game to achieve two major goals:

1 – The game is always varied, round after round. Being forced to buy different weapons depending on the money available, players will necessarily have to practice playing many different weapons and will always create unpredictable clashes.

2 – Each round can be transformed into a show: this is because the team that loses a few rounds in a row is obliged not to buy the desired ammunition and to go with poor quality weapons, but that does not mean that the round is lost.

List of Weapons

Counter-Strike has 25 weapons, some of which are special to Counter-Terrorists and others that are special to Terrorists.The list also indicates the original name of a weapon in the release mode, if applicable.

Counter Strike Free Download
Name

(Original name) Type Side Cost
(Ammo) Capacity Base damage

(Secondary)

Knife Melee Both N/A N/A 20/15
(65)

Glock18 Select Fire Pistol Both $400
($20)

20
(100) 25

H&K USP .45 Tactical Pistol Both $500
($25)

12
(100)

34
(30)

SIG P228 Pistol Both $600
($50)

13
(52) 32

Desert Eagle .50AE Pistol Both $650
($40)

7
(35) 54

FN Five-Seven Pistol Counter-Terrorists $750
($50)

20
(100) 20

Dual Beretta 96G Elite Pistol Terrorists $800
($20)

30
(120) 36

(Benelli M3 Super90) Shotgun Both $1700
($65)

8
(32) 180

(Benelli XM1014) Shotgun Both $3000
($65)

7
(32) 120

(Steyr Tactical Machine Pistol) Submachine gun Counter-Terrorists $1250
($20)

30
(120) 20

Ingram MAC-10 Submachine gun Terrorists $1400
($25)

30
(100) 29

(H&K MP5-Navy) Submachine gun Both $1500
($20)

30
(120) 26

(H&K UMP45) Submachine gun Both $1700
($25)

25
(100) 30

(FN P90) Submachine gun Both $2350
($50)

50
(100) 21

(FN M249 Para) Machine gun Both $5750
($60)

100
(200) 32

IDF Defender Assault rifle Terrorists $2000
($60)

35
(90) 30

Clarion 5.56 Assault rifle Counter-Terrorists $2250
($60)

25
(90)

30
(34)

(AK-47) Assault rifle Terrorists $2500
($80)

30
(90) 36

(Colt M4A1 Carbine) Assault rifle Counter-Terrorists $3100
($60)

30
(90)

32
(33)

(Sig SG-552 Commando) Assault rifle Terrorists $3500
($60)

30
(90) 33

(Steyr Aug) Assault rifle Counter-Terrorists $3500
($60)

30
(90) 32

(Steyr Scout) Sniper rifle Both $2750
($80)

10
(90) 75

Magnum Sniper Rifle Sniper rifle Both $4750
($125)

10
(30) 115

(H&K G3/SG-1 Sniper Rifle) Sniper rifle Terrorists $5000
($80)

20
(90) 80

(Sig SG-550 Sniper) Sniper rifle Counter-Terrorists $4200
($60)

30
(90) 70

List of equipment

Beside weapons, there are 9 pieces of equipment to buy, of which 3 are grenades.If ammunition, radio and flashlight are to be included, the number of equipment is increased to 12.

Name Type Side Cost Usage

HE grenade Grenade Both $300 Injuring enemies

Flashbang Grenade Both $200 Disorienting vision

Smoke grenade Grenade Both $300 Blocking lines of sight

C4 Bomb defusal equipment Terrorists N/A Blowing up bombsites

Defusal kit Bomb defusal equipment Counter-Terrorists $200 Decreasing defusal time

Kevlar vest Protective equipment Both $650 Reducing damage

Kevlar + Helmet Protective equipment Both $1000 Reducing damage

Nightvision goggles Illuminating equipment Both $1250 Improving vision in darkness

Tactical Shield Protective equipment Counter-Terrorists $2200 Mobile cover

Counter-Strike Evolution

Counter Strike For Mac

The famous Counter-Strike 1.6 version was released in September 2003 and even today it is the preferred version of CS 1.6 by many players. In addition, the title has long been the most played on the Steam platform, which had been released around the same
time (and which would be another worldwide success, but that’s another story). This title was retained by CS 1.6 for a long time, but not all were “pink:” Some changes made in version 1.6 have been criticized by fans of the game, such as Riot Shield, a shield
used in the team of Contra Terrotistas (CTs). and that offered total protection. against frontal shots.



The shield made the game unbalanced, and Valve later acknowledged this error, where the shield was removed from the series. With the success of Counter-Strike multiplayer, the producers realized that they could include a campaign mode in the game so
people could have fun while they were alone (this was already possible with the boxes, but it wasn’t very nice).

With the help of the Rogue Entertainment studio, the version with the CS campaign, called Condition Zero, was developed. In addition to Rogue, other studios have also worked on the development of Condition Zero, such as Gearbox Software, and eventually
Turtle Rock Studios. During these transitions, several optimizations were made in the original textures of the game, in addition to artificial intelligence enhancements.

Can we download Counter strike 1.6 free:

Yes, counter-strike can be freely downloaded online. Counter-strike is a full of action and shooting game depend on different missions. Moreover, the number of maps is in this game with different missions and strategies. There are some different links on
Google where you can go for download this action game free of cost.

Download Counter Strike from Torrent:

Counter strike can be downloaded from torrent as well. First of all, you have to download the torrent application from Google. After that, you can visit on different torrent web links that available on Google from there you can download counter strikes easily
with the fast downloading by torrent.

The torrent will help you to quickly download the game setup its all depend on your internet speed. There are different versions of Counter strike available on torrent, and you can recognize the best one from the grading at the side of the list.

Download Counter strike directly:

Download Counter-Strike 1.6 from direct links on Google. Although if you have good download speed so you can enjoy this nonstop fun game at any computer. On the other hand, if you have a computer with normal specification and simple window XP you can
play on this too.

Simply go and search the counter strike download you will get different links on the web but choosing the web according to the Google rating because the good one will give you a full game with all features. Sometimes there is incomplete setup also available on
different webs. But the thing is that you can enjoy this free of cost.

Download extreme v8 counter strike:

Extreme V8 counter strike can also be download online; it’s a standard and precise version of counter strike. Mode of this game is also modified with a new version and new settings. You don’t need a high graphic and advance system for this game.

Conclusion:

To recapitulate every one love to play good and high-quality feature games and a counter strike is one of the best game from them. Here I told you all about this game when, how and who launch this game you can download this game online at free of the cost
as well above I mention all the ways. Download it and enjoy it.

Counter Strike 2D is a great clone of the game which has given us hours and hours with a gamepad in our hands, and now we can enjoy it in 2D
As if we were playing the original game, when playing this 2D version, we will be able to play multiplayer over internet or intranet. In addition it is possible to play offline with bots (both cooperative or competitive)
Counter Strike 2D offers you weapons and missions of different kinds. It includes the ne of the original game and spices it up with some extra weapons.
One of the main features you can find in this game is that you can create your own maps, because Counter Strike 2D includes an easy to use scenery creator. Those maps can then be shared with other gamers.
If you like Counter Strike, try this version, you won't be disappointed.
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